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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter the writer presents the conclusion and suggestion based on the 

data that has been analyzed with suitable data by using suitable theories in the 

previous chapter. 

5.1 Conclusion 

 According to the data has analyzed by using some related theories in the 

previous chapter. Martin Joos classified speech style into five types. There are 

five speech style such as frozen, formal, consultative, casual, and intimate which 

is used by character in this movie. Casual styles are often used in this movie, 

because most of the conversations are occurred in an informal situation. However, 

some social factors influence the variation or style in speaking. In this movie 

racial discrimination is clearly shown. It is because some unsuitable use of speech 

styles epithet by characters in this movie when they call another participants. It 

can be concluded that the use of speech style here gives big impact to the 

communication among the participants. 

 There are some effects that can be seen. First participants sometimes used 

inappropriate style in some situation, it must be adjusted based on situation, 

setting, participants and topic. Second the participants prefer to use casual style 

especially slang words. The use of slang word may lead to the conflict because the 

use of slang words is impolite forms in English.  
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5.2 Suggestion 

 This section the writer suggest to the reader especially for student of 

English Department of State Islamic University Sunan Ampel to study more about 

linguistic, especially language variation which is used to communicate because 

this study focusess in speech style. There are a lot of language variations which 

not discussed in this study such as speech acts or another subject which is still 

have correlation which speech styles. So it will be interesting for further study 

about speech style and language variation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




